Coding of spectral fine structure in the auditory nerve. II: Level-dependent nonlinear responses.
Phase-locked discharge patterns of single cat auditory-nerve fibers were analyzed in response to complex tones centered at fiber characteristic frequency (CF). Signals were octave-bandwidth harmonic complexes defined by a center frequency F and an intercomponent spacing factor N, such that F/N was the fundamental frequency. Parameters that were manipulated included the phase spectrum, the number of components, and the intensity of the center component. Analyses employed Fourier transforms of period histograms to assess the degree to which responses were synchronized to the frequencies present in the acoustic stimulus. Several nonlinearities were observed in the response as intensity was varied between threshold and 80-90 dB SPL. Response nonlinearities were strong for all signals except those with random phase spectra. The most commonly observed nonlinearity was an emphasis of one or more stimulus components in the response. The degree of nonlinearity usually increased with intensity and signal complexity and decreased with fiber frequency selectivity. Half-wave rectification introduced synchronization to the missing fundamental. The strength of the response at the fundamental was related to stimulus crest factor. Signals with low center frequencies and high crest factors often elicited instantaneous discharge rates at the theoretical maximum of pi CF. This suggests that the probability of spike generation approaches one during high-amplitude waveform segments. Response nonlinearity was interpreted as arising from three sources, namely, cochlear mechanics, compression of instantaneous discharge rate, and saturation of average discharge rate. At near-threshold intensities, fibers with high spontaneous rates exhibited responses that were linear functions of stimulus waveshape, whereas fibers with low spontaneous spike rates produced responses that were best described in terms of an expansive nonlinearity.